
iWhat js claimed is:

A computer implemented method coprfprising

'receiving data representing a visual forn^of data comprising content data and

format data indicating the manner in whiclrjfcne content data is to be visually

5 represented; and

identifying at least some of content data in accordance with a template; and

storing the identified content data.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising normalizing the data

representing the visual form of data.

10 3. The method of claim 2 wherein the data is normalized in accordance

with a displayed form of the visual form of data.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein the visual form of data is characterized

by a plurality of dimensions characterized by at least two coordinate systems, wherein

normalizing the data representing the visual form of data includes converting values

15 expressed in the two coordinate system into a common coordinate system.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the common coordinate system is the

coordinate system of a displayed form of the visual form of data.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the template includes at least one

extraction instruction for identifying said at least some of the content data from the

2 0 received data, and the extraction instruction includes information indicating location

of at least some of the content data based on the common coordinate system.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the data representing the visual form of

data comprises data in a format required by an operating system layer for outputting

the visual form of data by a printer.
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8. The method of claim 7 wherein the operating system layer is Windows

operating system and the data representing the visual form of data is a Windows

metafile.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the template includes at least one

5 extraction instruction for identifying said at least some of the content data from the

received data.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the visual form of data is characterized

by a plurality of dimensions characterized by a coordinate system and the extraction

instruction includes information indicating location of the desired data based on the

10 coordinate system.

1 1 . The method of claim 9 wherein the visual form of data is characterized

by a plurality of dimensions and the extraction instruction includes information with

respect to location of a reference marker and a direction in one of the plurality of

dimensions,

1 5 wherein identifying at least some of the content data includes searching in the

direction for identifying at least some of the content data in the direction.

2 0 the displayed sample visual form of data, and

forming the extraction instruction based on location data identifying the

location of the data selected by the user.

13. The method of claim 12 further comprising:

storing the extraction instruction.

2 5 14. The method of claim 13 further comprising:

storing the extraction instruction in association with data representing the

sample visual form of data.

12. The method of claim 9 further comprising:

displaying a sample visual form of data,

receiving data from a user indicating location of data selected by the user in
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U 5

1 5. The method of claim 1 wherein the received data further represents a

plurality of visual forms of data.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein storing the identified content data

further includes:

5 storing the identified content data in association with data representing a

corresponding one of a plurality of visual forms of data.

4?

15

20
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7Winstruction: Computer readable media containing a^edmputer program comprising

:tions for:

receiving data representing a visual^tfrm of data comprising content data and

10 format data indicating the manner in ^mch the content data is to be visually

represented;

identifying at least sonaf6 of the content data in accordance with a template; and

storing the identified content data.

Comnuter system comprising:

a input port/mat receives data representing a visual form of data comprising

content data and fiprmat data indicating the manner in which the content data is to be

visually represented;

a processor that identifies at least some of the content data in accordance with

a template; anc

a ston

19.

for:

ge media that stores the identified content data.

A method comprising:

^/transn itting data representing a computer program comprising instructions

\receiving data representing a visual form of data comprising content

data and formal data indicating the manner in which the content data is to be visually

represented; \

identifying at least some of the content data in accordance with a
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template; and

storing the identified content data.

20f A graphical user interface comprising:

'a region for displaying a sample visual foym of data,

a region enabling a user to input location/data identifying a location of data

selected by the user, and

a region causing a computer program t<Jform an extraction instruction using

the location data identifying the location of the data selected by the user.

21/ A computer implemented memod comprising:

./displaying, on a display, a sample visual form of data,

displaying, on the display, a region enabling a user to input location data

identifying a location of data selected Mtne user, and

displaying, on the display, a rq^omcausing a computer program to form an

extraction instruction using the locaticyydafa identifying the location of the data

selected by the user.

22. Computer system comprising:

/ a processor, and

a display,

the processor executing instructions causing the display to:

display a sample yvisual form of data,

display a regioiyenabling a user to input location data identifying a

location of data selected by the user, and

display a region causing a computer program to form an extraction

instruction using the location data identifying the location of the data selected by the

user.

/Compu]£r readable media storing a program comprising instructions

displaying, orf a display, a sample visual form of data,

displaying, cp\ the display, a region enabling a user to input location data
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identifying a location of data selected by the user/ and

displaying, on the display, a region causing a computer program to form an

extraction instruction using the location data yaentifying the location of the data

selected by the user.

for:

24/ A method comprising:

/transmitting data representing lputer program comprising instructions

displaying, on a display, a sample visual form of data,

displaying, on the display, a region enabling a user to input location

1 0 data identifying a location of dam selected by the user, and

displaying, onAe display, a region causing a computer program to

form an extraction instructjpn using the location data identifying the location of the

data selected by the usepr

£y^h^&¥' A computer implemented method comprising

15 /receiving data representing a visual form of data/comprising content data and

format data indicating the manner in which the content data is to be visually

represented;

identifying at least some of the content d^ta in accordance with a template; and

initiating performance of an action b^sed on results of said identifying of at

2 0 least some of the content data.

25

Computer readable m^flia containing a computer program comprising

instructions for:

receiving data representing a visual form of data comprising content data and

format data indicating the manner in which the content data is to be visually

represented;

identifying at ledst some of the content data in accordance with a template; and

initiating performance of an action based on results of said identifying of at

least some of the/Content data.
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27/ Computer system comprising:

yk input port that receives data representing a visual form of data comprising

content data and format data indicatingmie manner in which the content data is to be

visually represented; and /

5 a processor that identifies aft least some of the content data in accordance with

a template and initiates performance of an action based on results of said

identification of at least some/of the content data.

1 0 l$f. A computer implemented method of receiving information defining a

parsing criterion comprising

displaying a graphical user interface foi/displaying a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of information;

receiving first information from a user identifying a location within the

1 5 displayed document, and second information specifying a desired unit of information

based on a location of the desired unit OMnformation relative to the identified

location, wherein the information defining the parsing criterion includes the first and

second information.

2 0 29. The method of claffM 28 Mirther comprising:

parsing a plurality of doc^fyients to identify units of information based on the

parsing criterion.

25

30. The method off claim 29 further comprising:

storing the identified units of information on a computer readable medium.

30

3 1 . The method of claim 28 further comprising:

parsing the document based on the parsing criterion to identify the desired unit

of information.

32. The/method of claim 31 further comprising
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processing the identified information to arrive at ng^v information.

33. The method of claim 3 1 further comprising:

receiving information identifying at least one u/ser-definable action to be

performed on the identified information.

Computer readable media containing a computer program for receiving

information defining a parsing criterion comprising instructions for:

displaying a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of informat/on;

1 0 receiving first information from a user /dentifying a location within the

displayed document, and second informationApecifying a desired unit of information

based on a location of the desired unit of mTpmiation relative to the identified

location, wherein the information definiogAqe parsing criterion includes the first and

second information.

15 35. Computer system for reviving information defining a parsing criterion

comprising:

/ a display that displays a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-

dimensional document containing multiple units of information;

an input port receiving firs/ information from a user identifying a location

2 0 within the displayed document, apd second information specifying a desired unit of

information based on a location/of the desired unit of information relative to the

identified location, wherein thp information defining the parsing criterion includes the

first and second information,
j

16. A computer Implemented method of receiving information defining a

2 5 parsing criterion comprising

displaying a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of information;

receiving first information from a user identifying a visual marker within the

displayed document, and second information defining a desired unit of information
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within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit/of information with

respect to the marker, wherein the information defining the pacing criterion includes

the first and second information.

5 Yhf Computer readable media containing a computer program for receiving

information defining a parsing criterion comprising instj/uctions for:

displaying a graphical user interface for display/ng a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of information;

receiving first information from a user identifying a visual marker within the

1 0 displayed document, and second information defining a desired unit of information

within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of information with

respect to the marker, wherein the informati^p Refining the parsing criterion includes

the first and second information.

38< Computer system for receiving information defining a parsing criterion

15 composing:

a display that displays a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-

dimensional document containing multiple units of information;

an input port first information from a user identifying a visual marker within

the displayed document, and secona information defining a desired unit of

2 0 information within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of

information with respect to the marker, wherein the information defining the parsing

criterion includes the first and Jsecond information.

3£. A computer jmplemented method of receiving information defining a

parsing criterion comprising

2 5 displaying a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-dimensional

document containing nyiltiple units of information displayed in a multi-dimensional

space;

receiving first information a user identifying a region within the displayed

document, and second information defining a desired unit of information within the

3 0 document by specifying a relative position of the unit of information with respect to
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the region, wherein the information defining the parsing criterio^ includes the first

and second information.

40. The method of claim 39 wherein the second^information indicates that

5 the desired unit of information overlaps with the identified region.

41 . The method of claim 39 wherein the second information indicates that

the desired unit of information is contained within me identified region.

Ul

Ul

10 42/ Computer readable media containing a computer program for receiving

inform^fion defining a parsing criterion comprising instructions for:

displaying a graphical user interfac^Mrdisplaying a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of in#y^ia\ion displayed in a multi-dimensional

space;

15 receiving first information a usei^dentifying a region within the displayed

document, and second information defining a desired unit of information within the

document by specifying a relative po/ition of the unit of information with respect to

the region, wherein the informatior^iefining the parsing criterion includes the first

and second information.

20

Computer system for receiving information defining a parsing criterion

a display that displafys a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-

dimensional document containing multiple units of information;

25 an input port receiving first information from a user identifying a visual

marker within the displayed document, and second information defining a desired unit

of information within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of

information with respect to the marker, wherein the information defining the parsing

criterion include/ the first and second information.
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AY A computer implemented method comprisir

^displaying a graphical user interface for displaying multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of information disp^yed in a multi-dimensional

space;

5 receiving first information from a user defining a desired unit of information

within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of information and

second information identifying an action to be executed depending on the existence or

non-existence of the unit of information within/he document.

45/^ Computer readable media cogfaining a computer program comprising

10 instru^ohs for:

displaying a graphical user intofa6e for displaying a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units pf^nfonjiation displayed in a multi-dimensional

space;

receiving first information fl^n^k user defining a desired unit of information

1 5 within the document by specifying relative position of the unit of information and

second information identifying an action to be executed depending on the existence or

non-existence of the unit of information within the document.

46. Computer system program for receiving information defining a parsing

criterion comprising:

2 0 a display that displays a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-

dimensional document containing multiple units of information displayed in a multi-

dimensional space;

an input port fhat receives first information from a user defining a desired unit

of information witlyn the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of

2 5 information and second information identifying an action to be executed depending on

the existence or i/on-existence of the unit of information within the document.

/47. /A computer implemented method comprising

displaying a graphical user interface for displaying a multi-dimensional

document containing multiple units of information displayed in a multi-dimensional
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#
space;

receiving first information from a user defining a desired unit of information

within the document by specifying a relative position of tne unit of information and

second information identifying an action to be executeci depending on the existence or

non-existence of the unit of information within a selected region of the document.

48/^ Computer readable media containing a computer program comprising

instruonons for:

displaying a graphical user interfaafe for displaying a multi-dimensional

10 document containing multiple units of ijfformation displayed in a multi-dimensional

space;

receiving first information from a user defining a desired unit of information

within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of information and

second information identifying/an action to be executed depending on the existence or

1 5 non-existence of the unit ofinformation within a selected region of the document.

49, Compute/system program for receiving information defining a parsing

criterion comprising

:

a display thaf displays graphical user interface for displaying a multi-

2 0 dimensional document containing multiple units of information displayed in a multi-

dimensional space;

an inpiat port that receives first information from a user defining a desired unit

of information within the document by specifying a relative position of the unit of

information and second information identifying an action to be executed depending on

2 5 the existence or non-existence of the unit of information within a selected region of

the document.
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